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Kinetics of crystalline nuclei growth in
glassy systems

Anatolii V. Mokshin *ab and Bulat N. Galimzyanov ab

In this work, we study crystalline nuclei growth in glassy systems, focusing primarily on the early stages

of the process, during which the size of a growing nucleus is still comparable with the critical size. On

the basis of molecular dynamics simulation results obtained for two crystallizing glassy systems, we

evaluate the growth laws of the crystalline nuclei and the parameters of the growth kinetics at

temperatures corresponding to deep supercooling; herein, a statistical treatment of the simulation

results is carried out using the mean-first-passage-time method. It is found that for the considered

systems at different temperatures, the crystal growth laws that were rescaled onto the waiting times of

the critically-sized nuclei follow a unified dependence, and can significantly simplify the theoretical

description of the post-nucleation growth of crystalline nuclei. The evaluated size-dependent growth

rates are characterized by a transition to the steady-state growth regime, which depends on the

temperature and occurs in the glassy systems when the size of a growing nucleus becomes two-three

times larger than the critical size. It is suggested that the temperature dependencies of the crystal

growth rate characteristics should be considered by using the reduced temperature scale T̃. Thus, it is

revealed that the scaled values of the crystal growth rate characteristics (namely, the steady-state

growth rate and the attachment rate for the critically-sized nucleus) as functions of the reduced

temperature T̃ for glassy systems follow unified power-law dependencies. This finding is supported by

the available simulation results; the correspondence with the experimental data for the crystal growth

rates in glassy systems at temperatures near the glass transition is also discussed.

1 Introduction

A first-order phase transition starts with the formation of the
nuclei of a new phase. In particular, nascent liquid droplets
represent the nuclei of the new (liquid) phase in the case of
vapor condensation. Moreover, vapor bubbles are the nuclei in
the case of liquid evaporation, while crystallization is initiated
through the formation of crystalline nuclei. According to the
classical point of view,1–5 the nucleus of a new phase is capable
of demonstrating steady growth when it reaches a critical size
(see Fig. 1). The initial stage of nucleus growth proceeds through
the attachment of particles of the parent phase to the nucleus.
When the concentration of the growing nuclei becomes high
enough, this growth regime is replaced by growth through the
coalescence of adjacent growing nuclei. The corresponding three
processes, nucleation, growth by attachment of particles and
growth through coalescence of growing nuclei, represent the
general basis of any first-order phase transition,1 whilst the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the growth trajectory of the largest crystalline
nucleus in a system. Stable growth of a nucleus is possible when a nucleus
reaches the critical size, Nc. Here, tc is the waiting nucleation time.
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characteristic time scales and rates of the processes are deter-
mined by the thermodynamic conditions as well as by the
inherent features of a system, mainly, the type of interaction
between the structural elements (e.g. particles) that form a system.

If we restrict our consideration to the crystallization kinetics
of supercooled liquids, then it is possible for this case to
distinguish the inherent features. Upon increasing the super-
cooling level, which can be quantified by DT/Tm, where Tm is
the melting temperature and DT = Tm � T, the crystal nuclea-
tion driving force increases and, thereby, accelerates structural
ordering in the supercooled liquid. Furthermore, upon further
increase in the supercooling level, structural transformations
slow down due to the increased viscosity. At a supercooling
level that is high enough to correspond to the glass transition
temperature Tg, the viscosity of a supercooled liquid becomes
Z C 1012 Pa s. As a consequence of the high viscosity, the
structural transformations in the glass occur so slowly that the
overall crystallization of the glass at a temperature of T { Tg is
almost unobservable over an acceptable time scale, albeit
the separate crystal nucleation events still occur.6 Moreover,
the extremely small sizes and low concentrations of nascent
crystalline nuclei as well as the very low rates of crystal nucleation
and crystal growth complicate studies of the initial regimes of
crystallization in glasses by conventional experimental methods.
Therefore, even if the growth of crystalline clusters in super-
cooled fluids at low and moderate levels of metastability is a
sufficiently well-studied subject, there are still many disputed
issues relating to structural ordering in glasses.2,7–13 Remark-
ably, techniques based on molecular dynamics simulations
appear to be fruitful for elucidating the microscopic mecha-
nisms of the initial stages of nucleation and growth processes
for such thermodynamic conditions where experimental
methods encounter difficulties.1,14–19

In a recent paper,20 it was reported that the structural
ordering in two model glassy systems proceeds through the
nucleation mechanism. For both systems, the nucleation times
evaluated as functions of temperature followed the unified
scaling law, which was also confirmed by experimental data
for the stoichiometric glasses near the glass transition. In the
present study, we extend the results of ref. 20 to a consideration
of the growth kinetics of crystalline nuclei in glassy systems by
focusing mainly on the initial stage of crystalline nuclei growth,
in which the non-stationary effects associated with nucleus size
fluctuations and the strong size- and time-dependencies of the
nucleus growth rate can be very significant. In this study, we
apply a statistical treatment of the simulation results for the
growth kinetics, that is realized within the suggested method of
inverted averaging of the independent growth trajectories. As a
result, a growth law, with the characteristics of growth rate, growth
lag-time and growth exponent, is defined for each considered
thermodynamic state of the system, and a corresponding
theoretical description becomes possible. Since the growth
trajectories are monitored directly starting from a nucleation
event, then both the non-stationary and steady-state growth
regimes are accessible for analysis. In addition, the tempera-
ture dependencies of the evaluated rate characteristics of

crystal growth kinetics as well as their correspondence to the
known experimental data are discussed.

2 Nuclei growth
2.1 General definitions

Let us start with the growth rate of a nucleus, with a size that
overcomes the critical value. This quantity can be expressed in
terms of the number of particles N as

uN ¼
dN

dt
(1a)

and through the average radius R as

uR ¼
dR

dt
: (1b)

Both of the quantities uN and uR are positive when the cluster has
a size larger than the critical size, i.e. N > Nc and R > Rc. Here,
Nc is the critical value of the number of particles that form the
nucleus, and Rc is the critical value of the nucleus radius.
Within the notations of the Becker–Döring gain-loss theory
for nucleation, the growth rate uN is defined as the difference
between the attachment-rate g+(N) and detachment-rate g�(N)
coefficients, i.e.21

uN = g+(N) � g�(N). (2)

Taking into account the detailed balance condition

g+(N � 1)P(N � 1) = g�(N)P(N), (3a)

where

PðNÞ ¼ P0 exp �
DGðNÞ
kBT

� �
(3b)

is an equilibrium cluster distribution, one obtains

uN ¼ gþðNÞ � gþðN � 1Þ exp �DGðN � 1Þ � DGðNÞ
kBT

� �
; (4)

which is known as the growth equation of the Becker–Döring
gain-loss theory.21 Here, DG(N) is the free energy cost required
to form a nucleus of size N, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature and P0 is a pre-exponential factor.
The continuous version of this equation has the form22

uN ¼ gþðNÞ 1� exp
1

kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

� �� �

þ dgþðNÞ
dN

exp
1

kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

� �
:

(5)

Moreover, according to classical nucleation theory, the free
energy, DG(N), represents the sum of the negative bulk contribu-
tion �|Dm|N and the positive surface contribution asN2/3, i.e.

DG(N) = �|Dm|N + asN2/3, (6)

where |Dm| is the difference between the chemical potential
per phase unit of the melt and the crystal, and as is the
temperature-dependent coefficient which is proportional to
the interfacial free energy gs. For the spherical cluster one has
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as = (36p)1/3gs/rc
2/3, with rc being the numerical density of the

nascent (crystalline) phase. From eqn (6) one finds

dDGðNÞ
dN

¼ jDmj Nc

N

� �1=3

�1
" #

; (7)

where

Nc ¼
2

3

as
jDmj

� �3

(8)

is the critical cluster size. By inserting eqn (7) into eqn (5), one
obtains

uN ¼ gþðNÞ 1� exp
jDmj
kBT

Nc

N

� �1=3

�1
 !" #( )

þ dgþðNÞ
dN

exp
jDmj
kBT

Nc

N

� �1=3

�1
 !" #

:

(9)

Note that relation (9) has a clear physical meaning. Namely, it
indicates that the growth rate, uN, corresponds to the kinetic
rate, g+(N), which is weighted by a thermodynamic factor, the
term in curly brackets, which represents the fraction of added
particles that is not removed due to the detachment process.
Hence, eqn (4), (5) and (9) define the growth rate, uN, of a
nucleus with a size that is larger than the critical size, Nc, and
validity of equations is not restricted by specific shape of a
nucleus or by a supercooling range. At the same time, it might
be useful to consider some conditions that lead to known
results and models for the growth rate23 (in the appendix, see
the Zeldovich relation (23) for the growth rate, the Wilson–
Frenkel theory with eqn (25) and (29), the Turnbull–Fisher model
with a general relation (33) and the Kelton–Greer extension with
eqn (35) and (39)). In particular, in the case of weak size-
dependence on the attachment rate, growth eqn (9) takes
the form

uN ¼ gþðNÞ 1� exp
jDmj
kBT

Nc

N

� �1=3

�1
 !" #( )

(10)

which usually represents a basis for various growth models.1

2.2 Growth of nuclei with near-critical sizes

Taking into account eqn (9) and the attachment rate of a
generally accepted form [see eqn (43) in Appendix]:

gþðNÞ ¼ gþ Ncð Þ N

Nc

� �ð3�pÞ=3
; 0o p � 3; (11)

one can directly obtain

uN ¼
dN

dt
¼ gþNc

N

Nc

� �3�p
3

� 1þ 3� p

3N
� 1

� �
exp

jDmj
kBT

Nc

N

� �1=3

�1
 !" #( )

;

0o p � 3:

(12)

It is important to stress that eqn (12) follows directly on from
equation (2) for the growth rate and that no additional condi-
tions were applied to the values of the critical size and to the
metastability level as is done in the cases of ad hoc growth
models. This equation as well as the continuity equation for the
evolving size distribution of the nuclei and the law of conserva-
tion of matter form the set of equations that is necessary to be
resolved in order to reproduce the kinetics of an arbitrary
realistic first-order phase transition.24 Here, g+(Nc) is the attach-
ment rate for the critically-sized nucleus. As is known, the
exponent, p, takes integer values for well-defined growth models
including the ballistic and diffusion-limited models (the corres-
ponding discussion of this issue can be found in ref. 23). If the
exponent p = 3, then the attachment rate is independent of the
nucleus size. For other limiting cases where p = 0, the attach-
ment rate changes with increasing nucleus size according to
g+(N) B N. Mixed growth regimes can also arise with non-integer
values of the parameter p.25,26 This is seen in the kinetic growth
models (41)–(43) given in the appendix. In particular, it is quite
reasonable to expect that non-integer values of the parameter p
will correspond to the growth of nuclei with near-critical sizes,
since there is no clearly defined regime of growth at such sizes,
while stochastic effects in post-nucleation growth are significant.
Finding the general growth law, N(t), that is an exact solution of
eqn (12) and which will be valid for a whole size domain and for
different growth regimes, is a difficult task. Instead of directly
resolving the differential of eqn (12), we apply other method.
Namely, the growth law of nuclei of near-critical sizes can be
formally defined by the corresponding Taylor series expansion:

NðtÞ ¼ Nc þ
dNðtÞ
dt

����
t�tc

t� tcð Þ þ 1

2

d2NðtÞ
dt2

����
t�tc

t� tcð Þ2

þ 1

6

d3NðtÞ
dt3

����
t�tc

t� tcð Þ3þ O t� tcj j4
	 


:

(13)

Then, from eqn (11) and (12) one finds that expansion (13) can
be approximated in the following way:

NðtÞ ¼ Nc þ
X3
k¼1

Ak t� tcð Þk; (14a)

with the coefficient

Ak ’
3� p

3Nck!
gþNc

	 
k bjDmj
3Nc

� �k�1
;

0o p � 3;

(14b)

where gþNc
� gþ Ncð Þ and b = 1/(kBT). As can be seen from eqn (14),

the nucleus growth, as defined by eqn (14), is represented by
the sum of three contributions, according to which the nucleus
size N(t) evolves as a function of the sum of Bt, Bt2 and Bt3.

The coefficient A1 ¼ ð3� pÞgþNc

.
3Nc is the growth factor, which

has dimensions of inverse time and corresponds to the effective
growth rate in the initial growth regime, i.e. A1 � yc. Further-
more, the coefficient A2 accounts for the growth acceleration
effects, whereas the term A3 quantifies the change in the growth
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acceleration over time for nuclei of near-critical sizes. By using
eqn (14) and the known quantities tc and Nc, one can evaluate
the attachment rate gþNc

, the reduced chemical potential differ-

ence b|Dm| and the growth exponent p by fitting eqn (14) to an
‘‘experimentally’’ measured growth law.

3 Simulation details

We consider the growth of crystalline nuclei in two different
glass-formers: the single-component Dzugutov (Dz) system with
the potential27

UDz r�ð Þ
e

¼ C r��m �Dð Þ exp c

r� � a

	 

Y a� r�ð Þ

þD exp
d

r� � b

� �
Y b� r�ð Þ;

r� ¼ rij=s

(15)

and the binary Lennard-Jones (bLJ) system A80B20, where the
particles interact via the potential20

UbLJ rab
�� �

eab
¼ 4 rab

�� ��12� rab
�� ��6h i

;

rab
� ¼ rabij =sab

a; b 2 A;Bf g

(16)

The numerical values of the parameters for both of the
potentials are presented in Table 1. Here, rij is the distance
between the i-th and j-th particles, and Y(� � �) is the Heaviside
step-function. In the case of the bLJ-system with the potential
shown in (16), the labels A and B denote the type of particle,
and the semi-empirical (incomplete) Lorentz–Berthelot mixing
rules are applied (see Table 1). The characteristics of the
potentials s and e correspond to the unit distance and unit

energy, respectively, whilst the unit time is t ¼ s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=e

p
; the

particles are of the same mass, i.e. m = mA = mB = 1.† 20

Simulations with the time step Dt = 0.005t were performed
in the NPT-ensemble, where the temperature, T, and pressure,

P, were controlled using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat and
barostat.20 For a single simulation run, N = 6912 particles
were included in a cubic simulation cell with the volume V = lx

3,
lx = ly = lz C 20s, and periodic boundary conditions were
imposed onto all of the directions. Glassy samples were gener-
ated by fast isobaric cooling with the rate dT/dt = 0.001e/(kBt) of
a well equilibrated fluid according to the algorithm presented
in detail in ref. 20. As a result, glassy samples were prepared at
temperatures below the glass-transition temperature Tg along
the isobars with pressure P = 14e/s3 for the Dz-system and with
pressure P = 17e/s3 for the bLJ-system. The Dz-system at
pressure P = 14e/s3 is characterized by a melting temperature of
Tm C 1.51e/kB and a glass transition temperature of Tg C 0.65e/kB

at such a cooling rate,28 while the bLJ-system at pressure P = 17e/s3

is characterized by a melting temperature of Tm C 1.65e/kB and
a glass transition temperature of Tg C 0.92e/kB.

Note that to perform the statistical treatment of the simulation
results, more than fifty independent samples were generated
for each considered (P,T)-state of the systems.

4 Nucleation parameters and growth
curves from molecular dynamics
simulation data

Classical molecular dynamics simulations allow one to obtain
information about the positions of all of the particles that
generate the system. In order to identify the nuclei of an
ordered phase for an instantaneous configuration of the system
we apply the cluster analysis that was introduced originally in
ref. 29 and based upon computation of the local orientational
order parameters, q4(i), q6(i) and q8(i), for each ith particle.30

Details of the algorithm are given in ref. 20 and 31. By means
of cluster analysis we obtain, for each ath simulation run,
the time-dependent growth trajectory Na(t), which defines the
number of particles that belong to the largest nucleus in the
system at time t. Here, a is the label of the simulation run for
the (P,T)-state. Four growth trajectories, N(t), of the largest
nucleus from the independent molecular dynamics simula-
tions are shown in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, from the set of trajec-
tories, Na(t), where a = 1, 2, 3,. . ., 50, for the (P,T)-state, the curve
%t(N) is defined, which is known as the mean-first-passage-time
curve and which characterizes the average time of the first
appearance of a nucleus with a given size, N. In accordance with
the mean-first-passage-time method,32 the inflection point of
this curve gives the critical size, Nc, and the average time, tc, that
are needed to reach it, i.e. tc � %t(Nc). As an example, Fig. 2(c)
shows a typical mean-first-passage-time curve that is derived
from growth trajectories including those shown in Fig. 2(a).
Furthermore, the inverted mean-first-passage-time curve N(%t)
for sizes N Z Nc and times t Z tc will reproduce the growth
law of a nucleus in a system [see Fig. 2(b)]. Then, the curve, N(%t),
can be used to extract the values of the growth parameters or to
test a theoretical model of nucleus growth.33

The attachment rate gþNc
can be computed on the basis of the

molecular dynamics simulation data by means of the method

Table 1 Parameters of the Dz-potential (15) and bLJ-potential (16)

Dz

C D m a b c d

5.82 1.28 16 1.87 1.94 1.1 0.27

bLJ

saa eaa sbb ebb sab eab

1.0s 1.0e 0.8s 0.5e 0.9s 1.5e

† Note that the binary Lennard-Jones system considered here is characterized by
different mixing rules in comparison with the Kob-Anderson and Wahnström
binary Lennard-Jones systems. Thereby, it differs from these systems, which form
very stable glassy states and which do not crystallize over simulation time scales.
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suggested in ref. 29. Namely, the quantity gþNc
is defined by the

mean-square change of the nucleus size in the vicinity of the
critical size:

gþNc
¼

NðtÞ �Nc½ 	2
D E

2tw
; (17)

where t A [tc� tw; tc + tw] and tw is the time window over which the
nucleus evolution is traced.‡ The angle brackets h� � �i corre-
spond to the average over independent growth trajectories, N(t).

5 Results
5.1 Growth laws

Cluster analysis reveals that the particles of the growing clusters
mainly correspond to the fcc structure, while the low amount
of surface particles corresponds to an hcp structure. This is
observed for both of the systems at all of the considered
temperatures. Fig. 3 demonstrates, as an example, the crystal-
line clusters that emerge in the Dz- and bLJ-systems and which
are recognized by means of cluster analysis.

The growth curves of the first (largest) crystalline nucleus in
the glassy Dz- and bLJ-systems at different temperatures are
presented in Fig. 4 (top panel). Here, the results correspond to
the earliest stage of nucleus growth, during which the nucleus
size increases threefold. As was expected, the growth process
slows down with decreasing temperature, T. This is evidenced
for both of the systems by a shift of the growth curves at lower
temperatures to domains of longer times.

In the middle panel of Fig. 4, the growth curves are shown in a
rescaled form, according to which the time-scale is expressed in
units of the waiting time, tc. Moreover, units are subtracted from
the times in the rescaling in order to relate the start of nucleus
growth to the zeroth time. As a result of the rescaling, the growth
curves collapse onto a master-curve. The unified behavior of the
rescaled growth curves with respect to the temperature, T, which
is observed in Fig. 4, indicates that the crystal nucleation and
growth processes in the glassy systems could be of the same
kinetic origin. This means that there are unified growth kinetics
mechanisms in the glassy systems, and that the corresponding
theoretical description could be obtained within a general kinetic
model for the growth law. We note that similar features were
observed before for the growth of crystalline nuclei in a model
glassy system under homogeneous shear34–37 as well as for
droplet growth in supersaturated water vapor.33

Taking into account that for each of the considered (P,T)-
states of both of the systems, the attachment rate g+(Nc) is
determined (this will be discussed below), while the critical
size, Nc, as well as the waiting time, tc, are computed by means
of the mean-first-passage-time method,20 it becomes possible
to fulfil the fitting of the growth curves presented in Fig. 4
(middle panel) by eqn (14) by using the reduced chemical
potential difference b|Dm| and the growth exponent p as
adjustable parameters.§ The values of the nucleation character-
istics (the critical size, Nc, and the average waiting time of the
critically-sized nucleus, tc), determined by means of the
method presented in Section 4 on the basis of fifty independent
trajectories Na(t) for each temperature, are given in Table 2. As can
be seen from Fig. 4 (bottom panel), the resultant master-curves
of the crystalline nuclei growth in both of the systems are
reproducible by the growth law (14). Consider that the presented
growth curves are a result of averaging over fifty independent
growth trajectories. As demonstrated in our analysis, such
statistics are not sufficient to obtain a perfect collapse for all
of the cases over the whole considered time range. Nevertheless,
this is quite enough to observe the unified behavior of the
growth curves, as seen in the results of Fig. 4. Insignificant
deviations of the master-curves from the growth law (14) are

Fig. 2 Statistical treatment of the simulation results within the mean-first-
passage-time method. (a) Time-dependent growth trajectories Na(t) of the
largest nucleus extracted from the data of four independent simulation
runs (a = 1, 2, 3 and 4) for the system in the (P,T)-state. (b) Growth law, N(t),
of the largest nucleus recovered by averaging over fifty growth trajectories
including the four shown in (a). (c) Mean-first-passage-time curve defined
for the size of the largest nucleus. The inflection point of this curve defines
the critical size, Nc, and the average waiting time of the critically-sized
nucleus, tc � %t(Nc).

Fig. 3 Snapshots of the crystalline clusters arising in the Dz-system at T =
0.5e/kB and in the bLJ-system at T = 0.3e/kB, with the particles recognized
as belonging to the fcc and hcp crystalline phases.

‡ In this work, the computation of gþNc
was carried out using the data obtained for

the largest crystalline nucleus.

§ As shown previously in ref. 38 and 39, all of the particles of a binary system can
be considered without division into subtypes with relatively small differences in
the characteristics of a binary system such as partial concentrations, particle
masses and particle sizes.
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completely covered by small numerical errors of the estimated
values of the quantities b|Dm| and p. We found that the growth
exponent p takes the value p = 2.8 
 0.15 for the Dz-system and
p = 2.99 
 0.01 for the bLJ-system. Note that the values of the
exponent p do not change for both of the systems over the
whole of the considered temperature range. The growth laws

with these exponent values indicate that the attachment rate is
practically independent of the nucleus size, gþðNÞ ’ gþNc

, at the

earliest stage of nucleus growth. Note that deviation of the
values of parameter p from integers can be due to the fact that
there is no clearly defined regime of nucleus growth at such
sizes, while stochastic effects during post-nucleation growth are
significant. Furthermore, we find that the reduced chemical
potential b|Dm| is practically unchanged for the systems within the
considered temperature range. Values of b|Dm| = 0.215
 0.016 and
0.167 
 0.014 over the temperature range of [0.05; 0.5]e/kB are
observed in the case of the Dz-system, and values of b|Dm| =
0.131 
 0.013 and 0.122 
 0.013 over the temperature range of
[0.05; 0.3]e/kB are observed in the case of the bLJ-system.

5.2 Growth rate

As seen in Fig. 4, some time after nucleus growth has started, the
steady growth regime is established, whereby the time-dependent
nucleus size is well interpolated by a linear dependence. Since the
time derivative of a growth curve defines the time-dependent
growth rate u(t) [according to definition (1a)], then the derivative
has to approach a constant value, u(st), for the steady-state growth
regime.¶ The growth rate as function of time, u(t), was numerically
computed for each of the considered states of the systems on the
basis of the growth trajectories, N(t), and the size-dependent
growth rate, uN, was determined from the available data for
N(t) and u(t) by simple correspondence of the rates, u, and
nucleus sizes, N, at the same time points.

The computed growth rates as functions of the rescaled
sizes, N/Nc, of the systems at different temperatures are shown
in Fig. 5. As is expected, the lower growth rates correspond to
the states at lower temperatures. One can see from the figure
that the growth rate, uN, increases initially with the size, N, and
then reaches a steady-state value, u(st), for each considered case.
Remarkably, the steady-state growth regime occurs when the
cluster size is still comparable with the critical size Nc. For
the glassy Dz-system at temperatures of T = [0.05; 0.5]e/kB, the
transition into steady-state growth occurs at a cluster size of
N C [2.5; 3]Nc, whereas for the glassy bLJ-system at temperatures
of T = [0.05; 0.3]e/kB, the transition occurs at N C [1.7; 3]Nc.

Fig. 4 Top panel: Growth curves of the largest crystalline nucleus in the
glassy Dz- and bLJ-systems at different temperatures. Each growth curve
is a result of the statistical averaging of the evolution trajectories for the
largest nucleus, as evaluated from the independent simulation runs. For
clarity, the nucleus size, N(t), is rescaled onto the critical size, Nc. Middle
panel: Growth curves rescaled onto the waiting time of the critically sized
nucleus, tc. For clarity, the time-axis is presented on a logarithmic scale.
Bottom panel: (main) Rescaled growth curves fitted by eqn (14). The dotted
curves correspond to the simulation results; the solid curves represent the
fit of eqn (14). Inset images: Temperature dependencies of the evaluated
growth factor yc.

Table 2 Values of the critical size, Nc, and the average waiting time of the
critically-sized nucleus, tc

T (e/kB) Nc tc (t)

Dz 0.05 88 
 6 372 
 60
0.1 92 
 5 340 
 55
0.15 96 
 5 305 
 40
0.3 105 
 6 250 
 40
0.5 108 
 5 220 
 30

bLJ 0.05 55 
 3 820 
 80
0.1 57 
 4 800 
 75
0.2 58 
 4 795 
 65
0.3 59 
 4 785 
 60

¶ Note that the steady-state growth regime here means a case in which the growth
rate becomes independent of time.
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Moreover, the lower the temperature, T, the smaller the value of
the cluster size at which the transition occurs.

The steady-state growth rate, u(st)
N , vs. the supercooling level,

DT/Tm, is shown in the inset images in Fig. 5. As can be seen,
the growth rates, u(st)

N , for both of the systems decrease with
increasing supercooling, DT/Tm, in such a way that the growth
rates are extrapolated to the zeroth values as we approach
DT/Tm = 1 and T0 = 0 K. The observed temperature dependence
of the steady-state growth rate, u(st)

N , differs from that which
appears at low levels of supercooling, where the growth rate,
u(st)

N , is proportional to DT/Tm [see eqn (28), (29) and (40) in
the appendix].

As can be seen in the inset images in Fig. 5, the temperature
dependencies of the steady-state growth rates for both of the
systems are similar. If such a behavior is a common physical
origin for levels of supercooling, then the behavior has to be
reproducible within a unified scaling relation, in which the
scaled values of the rate characteristic (and the growth rate)
should be taken as a function of the reduced temperature.20

For the temperature range of 0 o T o Tm corresponding to a
supercooled liquid and glass, it seems to be natural to use T/Tm

or the supercooling temperature, (Tm � T)/Tm, as the reduced
temperature. However, in this case, a reasonable consistency in
the scaling can be expected only at temperatures near the
melting temperature.6 Moreover, if one uses the quantity T/Tg

as the reduced temperature, as is the case in the construction of
the scaled structural relaxation time (or the scaled viscosity) in the
Angell-plot,40 then a correspondence between the temperature-
dependent values of the rate characteristic for different systems
will be observed in the vicinity of the glass transition temperature,
Tg. Consequently, the temperatures T̃ = T/Tm or T̃ = T/Tg cannot
be considered to be convenient parameters for the examination
of unified regularities, and therefore a more adaptive scaling
scheme is required.

In order to compare our results as well as the available
experimental data, we apply the method presented in ref. 20.
The main idea of this method is to display the temperature

dependencies of the quantities in the reduced temperature scale T̃,
whereby the values of the zeroth temperature, T0 = 0 K, glass
transition temperature, Tg, and the melting temperature, Tm, are
fixed and have the same values of T̃0 = 0, T̃g = 0.5 and T̃m = 1 for all
of the systems. The correspondence between the absolute tempera-
tures, T, and the reduced temperatures, T̃, is determined by20

~T ¼ K1
T

Tg

� �
þ K2

T

Tg

� �2

; (18a)

with the weight coefficients K1 and K2:

K1 + K2 = 0.5, (18b)

K1 ¼
0:5� Tg

2

Tm
2

1� Tg

Tm

0
BB@

1
CCA; K2 ¼

Tg

Tm
� 0:5

Tm

Tg
� 1

0
BB@

1
CCA: (18c)

Here, the melting temperature, Tm, and the glass transition
temperature, Tg, are input parameters that are given in absolute
units.

Following ref. 20, we assume that the T̃-dependence of the
growth rate, u(st)

R (T̃), and/or u(st)
N (T̃), obeys the power-law

uðstÞR
~T
� �
¼ uðgÞR

~T
~Tg

 !w

; (19)

where T̃g = 0.5 and u(g)
R is the growth rate of the crystalline nucleus

at the temperature, Tg. The exponent w > 0 characterizes the glass-
forming properties of the system. Namely, it takes small values for
the cases of systems that are not capable of retaining a disordered
phase, and, vice versa, the exponent w must be characterized by
high values for good glass-formers.20 In this regard, it is relevant
to mention the recent work of Tang and Harrowell,14 who
demonstrated that the maximum of a crystal growth rate is
considered to be a quantity that is correlated with the glass-
forming ability. Since the maximum of u(st)

R is defined by the
variation of the growth rate with temperature (with undercooling),
then the exponent w in eqn (19) can be considered as a simple
measure of the glass-forming ability. The validity of eqn (19) is
easily tested by mapping the values of the rescaled growth rate
onto the logarithmic scale as (1/w)log10[u(st)

R (T̃)/u(g)
R ]. In such a

representation, the parameter w corrects the slope of the data in
the T̃-dependence, and the value of w is adjusted so as to map
the data onto the master-curve

uðstÞR
~T
� �

uðgÞR

¼
~T
~Tg

: (20)

The temperature dependencies of the growth rates evaluated
for the cases of the Dz- and bLJ-systems as well as those
estimated from molecular dynamics simulations of a crystallized
single-component LJ-system41 and tantal15 and from the avail-
able experimental data for the crystal growth rates, u(st)

R , of SiO2,42

PbO�SiO2,42 Li2O�2SiO2,6 Li2O�3SiO2,43 CaO�MgO�2SiO2,44

2MgO�2Al2O3�5SiO2,44 are presented in Fig. 6. The defined values
of the parameter w as well as the values of the parameter u(g)

R for
the considered systems are presented in Table 3.

Fig. 5 Main panels: Growth rate curves, uN, dependent on the crystalline
nucleus size for the Dz- and bLJ-systems at different temperatures. Inset
images: Steady-state growth rate, u(st)

N , as a function of DT/Tm. Note that the
growth law, eqn (13), and its time derivative, dN(t)/dt, represent the para-
metric equations for uN(N). The values of the steady-state growth rate, u(st)

N ,
were estimated by means of numerical solution of the parametric equations.
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As seen in Fig. 6, the growth rates for all of the systems
follow the master-curve (20) for temperatures, T̃, near and
below the glass transition temperature, T̃g = 0.5. The numerical
values of the parameters w and u(g)

R are given in Table 3. This
directly indicates that the behavior of the growth rate u(st)

R (T̃)
for the temperature range, T̃ r 0.5, is reproducible by applica-
tion of the power-law and that eqn (19) is unified for the
T̃-dependent growth rates of the systems. This result is con-
sistent with the findings of ref. 20, in which it was demon-
strated that the scaled crystal nucleation time, t1, in glassy
systems as a function of the reduced temperature, T̃, follows the
unified power-law dependence, t1 B (1/T̃)g. In addition, the
power-law temperature dependence of the structural relaxation
time, ta B (1/T̃)g, generalizes the Avramov–Milchev model for
the viscosity,20 while the exponent g is related to the fragility

index m. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to anticipate that such
a temperature dependence is generic for the rate characteristics
of structural transformations in glasses, in which the inherent
kinetics are dominant over thermodynamic aspects. This
differs from how nucleation and growth proceed at low levels
of supercooling, where the impact of the thermodynamic con-
tributions on the values of the rates is significant and where the
growth rate, u(st)

R , increases with increasing supercooling.3 Thus,
the character of the T̃-dependent growth rates for the low
supercooling examples diverges from the T̃-dependence speci-
fied by eqn (19). As can be seen in Fig. 6, the behavior of the
curve u(st)

R (T̃) for the systems starts to become different as the
temperature, T̃, approaches the melting point, T̃m = 1, where
the growth rate u(st)

R (T̃m) is equal to zero for any system.

5.3 Attachment rate

Since the growth kinetics depend directly on the attachment
rate, g+

N � g+(N) [see eqn (9)], it is therefore important to
consider how the quantity g+

N behaves with varying temperature,
which can be assessed using the term gþNc

, which is the attachment

rate for the critically-sized nucleus. We recall here that some
theoretical models of growth kinetics (e.g. the Turnbull–Fisher
model with relation (33) as well as the Kelton–Greer extension with
relation (38), see the appendix) utilize the quantity gþNc

instead

of the size dependent g+
N.

The values of the quantity gþNc
for both of the systems are

given in Fig. 7(a), where the temperature is plotted on the
reduced scale, T̃. As can be seen, the quantity gþNc

decreases with

decreasing temperature. Nevertheless, the attachment rates as
well as the growth rates take finite values for the systems even
at deep levels of supercooling, and are still detectable over a
simulation time scale. Hence, even insignificant displacements
of the particles may result in structural transformations in high-
density glassy systems, where the particles interact through an
isotropic potential.20,45,46

Analogous with the results for the steady-state growth rate
(see Fig. 6), the scaled attachment rate versus the reduced
temperature, T̃, is presented in Fig. 7(b). Here, the parameter

g
ðgÞ
Nc

is the attachment rate at the glass transition temperature,

T̃g = 0.5, and its numerical values for the systems are esti-

mated by extrapolation of the attachment rate, gþNc
ð ~TÞ, to the

Fig. 6 Scaled growth rates, u(st)
R , vs. reduced temperature, ~T. Such a plot

allows one to compare simulation results for the glassy Dz- and bLJ-
systems, simulation results for the supercooled LJ-system41 and tantal,15

and the experimental data for supercooled SiO2,42 PbO�SiO2,42 Li2O�
2SiO2,6 Li2O�3SiO2,43 CaO�MgO�2SiO2

44 and 2MgO�2Al2O3�5SiO2.44 The
dashed line reproduces the master-curve (20). The arrow indicates
the scaled glass transition temperature, ~Tg = 0.5. For the glassy Dz- and
bLJ-systems, values of u(g)

R were defined by extrapolation of the data u(st)
R (~T )

to the temperature, ~Tg = 0.5. The values of the parameters w and u(g)
R are

given in Table 3.

Table 3 Melting temperature Tm, glass transition temperature Tg, steady-state growth rate u(g)
R at the transition temperature Tg, exponent w found from

eqn (19), attachment rate g
ðgÞ
Nc

at the glass transition temperature Tg, and exponent B evaluated from fitting eqn (21) to the simulation results

Ref. System Tm Tg u(g)
R w g

ðgÞ
Nc

B

Dz (at P = 14e/s3) 1.51e/kB 0.65e/kB (23.8 
 2.7) � 10�4s/t 0.37 
 0.06 (13.9 
 1.6) � t�1 0.31 
 0.04
bLJ (at P = 17e/s3) 1.65e/kB 0.92e/kB (4.7 
 0.7) � 10�4s/t 0.41 
 0.07 (13.1 
 1.5) � t�1 0.58 
 0.06

41 LJ 0.62e/kB 0.4e/kB 0.41 
 0.05s/t 0.39 
 0.07 — —
15 Ta 3290 K 1650 K 41.5 
 4 m s�1 3.5 
 0.6 — —
42 SiO2 2000 K 1450 K (1.1 
 0.2) � 10�12 m s�1 12.6 
 1.4 — —
42 PbO�SiO2 1037 K 673 K (1.5 
 0.2) � 10�11 m s�1 22.6 
 1.5 — —
6 Li2O�2SiO2 1306 K 727 K (2.2 
 0.4) � 10�12 m s�1 49.2 
 4.5 — —
43 Li2O�3SiO2 1306 K 734 K (1.1 
 0.3) � 10�11 m s�1 34.5 
 2.5 — —
44 CaO�MgO�2SiO2 1664 K 993 K (9.4 
 1.2) � 10�14 m s�1 49.8 
 4.8 — —
44 2MgO�2Al2O3�5SiO2 1740 K 1088 K (3.9 
 0.8) � 10�12 m s�1 53.2 
 6.2 — —
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temperature domain near T̃g. The exponent B characterizes
how the attachment rate changes with temperature, and is
similar to the physical meaning of the exponent w. When
constructing Fig. 7(b), the exponent B is used as an adjustable
parameter that corrects the slope of a curve, while the quantity

g
ðgÞ
Nc

is defined in such a way as to guarantee the zeroth value of

ð1=BÞ log10 gþNc
ð ~TÞ
.
g
ðgÞ
Nc

h i
at the glass transition temperature,

T̃g = 0.5. The estimated values of the quantities g
ðgÞ
Nc

and B are

given in Table 3. It can be seen in Fig. 7(b) that the T̃-dependencies
of the obtained attachment rate, gþNc

, for both of the glassy

systems are well reproduced by the power-law

gþNc
ð ~TÞ ¼ g

ðgÞ
Nc

~T
~Tg

 !B

: (21)

[The glass transition temperature is T̃g = 0.5].
Remarkably, the exponent B takes values that are close to the

values of the exponent w when characterizing the growth kinetics.

This is not surprising, since the growth and attachment rates,
uN and gþNc

, are expected to be significantly correlated at deep

levels of supercooling. Taking into account the defined values of

g
ðgÞ
Nc

, we deduce that the attachment rate decreases by two times

over the temperature range from Tg = 0.65e/kB to T = 0.05e/kB for
the Dz-system and by 4.4 times over the temperature range
from Tg = 0.92/kB to T = 0.05e/kB for the bLJ-system.

6 Discussion

Traditional experiments investigating crystal growth are capable
of probing crystalline nuclei within the micron size range,21 and
theoretical models of the growth kinetics are required in order to
extrapolate the experimental data into the domain of smaller
sizes, in which crystal growth initiates, and to obtain an overall
picture of the nucleation-growth process (see, for example,
ref. 23 and 47). In the current study, we apply an opposite
approach. On the basis of the simulation data for model glassy
systems at different temperatures, crystal growth is directly
restored starting from a nucleation event. This provides us with
a possibility to define the time-dependent crystal growth law
as well as to evaluate the crystal growth rate characteristics as
size- and temperature-dependent terms.

Statistical treatment of the characteristics of the growth
kinetics is realized in this study as follows. The growth law is
defined by means of the mean-first-passage-time method,31,33 in
which a waiting time scale is set in accordance with a certain size,
N. As a result, one can estimate the growth laws, N(t), with N Z Nc

on the basis of the independent growth trajectories for the cases
when direct averaging, NðtÞ ¼

P
NaðtÞ, does not work, because

the nucleation time, tc, can take a value from a range that is larger
than the characteristic time scale of crystal growth [see Fig. 2(a)].
Within the statistical treatment, the nucleation and growth rate
parameters are definable using a common method that utilizes
the time-dependent growth trajectories that are obtained from
independent experiments or molecular dynamics simulations.

Analysis reveals that the envelope of the nuclei at the initial
growth stage is reproduced well by a sphere,20 while the crystal-
line faces of the nuclei are not well-defined at this stage.48 In
this case, the average nucleus radius coincides with the proper
nucleus radius and one can directly relate the size parameters,
the number of particles enclosed in a nucleus, N, and the
nucleus radius, R. This allows one to carry out a reasonable
treatment of the results by means of the so-called ‘‘mean radius
approach’’.49 The results obtained in this study reveal that the
size of the crystalline nuclei in the considered glassy systems
evolves with time at the post-nucleation stage according to
dependence, which is an approximate solution of the growth
equation. The characteristics of the growth of nascent crystalline
nuclei is maintained over the temperature range. As a result,
the growth law can be represented in a unified form with the
scaled parameters, time, t/tc, and size, N/Nc. We stress that such
characteristics of the growth law are consistent with the limit
solution of growth eqn (12), as well as with theoretical sugges-
tions (see p. 378 in ref. 1) and previous simulation results.20,33,50

Fig. 7 (a) Attachment rate for the critically-sized nucleus gþNc
as a function

of the reduced temperature, T̃, for the Dz-system and bLJ-system. (b)

Scaled attachment rate ð1=BÞ log10 gþNc
ð ~TÞ
.
g
ðgÞ
Nc

h i
versus reduced temperature,

T̃. The values of the attachment rate g
ðgÞ
Nc

for the systems are evaluated by

extrapolation of the data gþNc
ð ~TÞ to the glass transition temperature T̃g. The

dashed line corresponds to the master-curve, gþNc

.
g
ðgÞ
Nc
¼ ~T

�
~Tg. The values

of the exponent B and the quantity g
ðgÞ
Nc

are given in Table 3.
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The growth rate at the initial growth stage depends strongly on
the nucleus size. Nevertheless, at the high levels of supercooling
considered in this study, a transition into a steady-state growth
regime arises when the nucleus size increases by two-three times
with respect to the critical size. Notably, the nucleus size R being
equal to 2Rc is also mentioned by Langer (p. 14 in ref. 51) and is
assumedly related to a maximum of the growth rate, uR, which arises
in the pre-dendridic stage of crystal growth. Hence, crystalline
growth in glasses can be characterized by a single value of the
growth rate, u(st), over an extended size range, which simplifies
considerably a theoretical description of the crystallization kinetics
of the systems.2,3 Furthermore, according to eqn (12), the size-
dependent growth rate, uN, is defined by three input quantities:
the attachment rate, g+(N), critical size, Nc, and reduced difference of
the chemical potential, |Dm|/kBT. Herewith, known theoretical
models (see the appendix) are derived from the equation by an
approximation for the N-dependent attachment rate, g+(N) (as is
done, for example, for the pure kinetic models and for the kinetic
extension of the Turnbull–Fisher model, see the appendix) and/or by
considering the system under specific thermodynamic conditions
with the given ratios of |Dm|/kBT and Nc/N (as in the Wilson–Frenkel
theory,52,53 see the appendix). In the present study, a consideration
of the growth kinetics was directly carried out on the basis of a
primary equation of the growth kinetics, i.e. eqn (12).

According to the classical view of the nucleation-growth
process,1 the temperature dependence of the growth rate is
characterized by a maximum, which appears due to the features
in the T-dependence of the kinetic rate coefficient, g+(N), and
the thermodynamic factor (the expression in curly brackets in
eqn (9)), for example. Hence, upon decreasing the temperature,
the first quantity also decreases, whereas the second term
increases. In the current study, we focus on crystalline nuclei
growth in glasses at deep levels of supercooling. Under such
thermodynamic conditions, the steady-state growth rate, u(st), is
defined mainly by the kinetic term g+(N) and, therefore, it
increases with temperature, T, which is opposite to the well-
known behavior of the growth rate that is observable experimen-
tally in systems at low and moderate levels of supercooling.42–44

General patterns in the temperature dependencies of the growth
rate that are detectable for various crystallizing systems42,44 indicate
that a unified theoretical description of the growth rate as a
function of temperature as well as a direct comparison of the
experimental data for the systems by means of scaling relations are
possible. When attempting to carry out such a comparison, one
can mention the corresponding part in Langer’s review51

(Fig. 15 on p. 19 and its discussion), in which the growth rates
measured for ice and succinonitrile are compared with the
Ivantsov relation. In particular, from looking at the results in
Fig. 15 given in ref. 51, it follows that the dimensionless growth
rate as a function of dimensionless undercooling, which is
presented in a double-logarithmic plot, is well interpolated by a
power-law dependence. In this work, we extend the idea of a
unified description of nucleation-growth kinetics,40,54,55 which
is realized here on the basis of the reduced temperature T̃-scale
concept.20 Note that the reduced temperature T̃-scale differs
from the dimensionless temperatures that are usually applied to

characterize the thermodynamic states of supercooled liquids and
glasses, such as undercooling, DT/Tm (see ref. 56), or dimension-
less temperatures, T/Tm and T/Tg (see ref. 40 and 57). Namely, the
T̃-scale ranks the temperature range 0 r T r Tm uniformly for
supercooled systems, and, therefore, this allows one to com-
pare the temperature dependent characteristics of the systems,
whose glass-forming abilities differ significantly. By means of
this approach, we found that the growth rates, extracted from
simulations and experimental data for different systems and
plotted as a function of T̃ in the temperature range of 0 o T r Tg,
approximate the power-law dependence on the exponent, which
is used as a fitting parameter and which could be used for a
numerical estimate of the glass-forming ability of a system.14

Finally, the attachment rate, which was evaluated on the basis
of simulation data and presented as a function of the reduced
temperature, T̃, also follows the power-law dependence, which
is correlated with the scaling law found before for crystal
nucleation times in the systems.20

Divergence of the growth rate values and their deviation
from the universal power-law at temperatures of Tg o T o Tm

is not surprising. At low levels of supercooling, thermodynamic
properties have the main impact on the nucleation-growth
processes. This is reproducible, in particular, within the
Wilson–Frenkel theory (see eqn (27) and (29) in the appendix)
and the Turnbull–Fisher model (see eqn (39) in the appendix).
Here, the growth rate as well as the nucleation rate increase
with increasing supercooling until the system temperature,
T, is not comparable with the glass transition temperature
(i.e. T r Tg), at which point the nucleation and growth rates
take their highest values. Upon further increasing the super-
cooling, the slowing down of the system kinetics results in a
decrease of all of the transition rate characteristics (namely, the
nucleation, growth and attachment rates). Therefore, as is
expected, these rates can be correlated as functions of the
temperature, T, over the range 0 o T r Tg. This is supported
by the simulation results of this study. Therefore, by taking the
reduced chemical potential to be |Dm|/(kBT) B 0.19 
 0.03 and
the cluster size to be N Z 3Nc, at which point a steady-state
growth rate appears for the Dz-system, it is observed that the
exponential function in growth eqn (12) becomes approximately

equal to unity, whereas uðstÞN � gþNc
and, consequently, the thermo-

dynamic impact on the growth process is insignificant for the
considered temperature range of 0 o T o Tg.

Finally, the nucleation-growth rate characteristics and, in
particular, the kinetic coefficient, gþNc

, are associated with the

mobility of particles and, therefore, with diffusion (as it is for
gþNc

in the Kelton–Greer model, for example eqn (34) in the

appendix) as well as viscosity (see, for example, the principal
equation of the kinetic ballistic model, eqn (41) in the appendix).
By making this connection, the unified scenarios in the tempera-
ture dependencies of the growth and attachment rates presented
in this paper provide new important insight into the possibility of
developing a general model of viscosity that is suitable for all
supercooled liquids regardless of peculiarities such as fragility,
bonding and particle interaction types.58
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7 Conclusions

The main results of this study are the following:
(i) It is shown that the growth law of nuclei of near-critical

sizes can be represented as a cubic polynomial with coefficients
that are dependent on the critical size, the attachment rate, the
chemical potential difference and the growth exponent – i.e. all
of the quantities that are used in the original growth equation.
The growth law model is applied to evaluate the crystal nuclei
data derived from molecular dynamics simulations for two
different crystallizing glassy systems at temperatures below Tg

via mean-first-passage-time analysis.
(ii) It is found that the crystal growth laws of the systems

follow a unified time-dependence, whereby the growth expo-
nent is constant for each of the systems over the entire
considered temperature range.

(iii) The steady-state growth regime, in which the growth
rate is independent of the cluster size, occurs when the size
of the growing crystalline nucleus in a glassy system becomes
two-three times larger than the critical size.

(iv) The results provide evidence that the rate characteristics
of the crystal growth process, as temperature dependent quan-
tities, are reproducible within unified scaling relations. This
finding is supported for the steady-state growth rate and the
attachment rate. The reduced steady-state growth rate values,
taken from the simulation results and experimental data for
different systems and plotted vs. the scaled temperature T̃,
collapsed onto a single line at temperatures below Tg. In a
similar manner, the reduced attachment rates that were evaluated
for the crystallizing glassy systems and considered as functions
of the reduced temperature, T̃, follow a unified power-law
dependence.

Appendix
Zeldovich relation

For a metastable system at low levels of supercooling one can
consider the dimensionless term

1

kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

(22)

as a term that takes small values of less than unity. As a result,
eqn (9) simplifies to the well known Zeldovich relation for the
growth rate:

uN ¼ �
gþðNÞ
kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

: (23)

Zeldovich’s relation (23) takes into account the fact that the
growth rate is a result of both thermodynamic and pure kinetic
contributions, dDG(N)/dN and g+(N), while their product com-
pletely defines the temperature dependence as well as the size
dependence of the growth rate. Nevertheless, the aforemen-
tioned conditions imposed on the thermodynamic term in
eqn (5) restricts the application of the Zeldovich relation (23)
to a system under specific thermodynamic conditions.

Growth rate within the Wilson–Frenkel theory

For a case, when

Nc

N

� �1=3

� 1; (24)

that can be realized in the macroscopic limit, i.e. at the late
stage of growth of a solitary cluster or for a growing crystalline
slab, eqn (9) can be rewritten as

uN ¼ gþðNÞ 1� exp �jDmj
kBT

� �� �
: (25)

For low and relatively moderate levels of supercooling, i.e. for
insignificant deviations from equilibrium, the next condition is
satisfied:

jDmj
kBT

� 1: (26)

Then, eqn (25) takes the form52,53

uN ’ gþðNÞjDmj
kBT

: (27)

Taking into account the thermodynamic identity

Dm
kBT

¼ l

Tm

DT
kBT

¼ DS
DT
kBT

; (28)

one comes to the known result that the growth rate, uN, within
the Wilson–Frenkel theory52,53,59 is proportional to supercool-
ing, DT = Tm � T. Here, l is the latent heat of the transition and
DS is the entropy change between the crystalline and liquid
phases. This allows one to rewrite eqn (27) as

uN = kWFDT, (29)

where kWF is the so-called interface kinetic coefficient.
As follows from classical nucleation theory, since the

chemical potential difference, |Dm|, is inversely proportional
to the critical size, Nc [see eqn (8)], then condition (26) corre-
sponds to large values of the critical size, which indicates the
correspondence of eqn (27) to macroscopic growth rates.

Turnbull–Fisher model and its kinetic extension

The Turnbull–Fisher model was specially adopted to describe
crystal nucleation and growth in glasses.60 The model was
extensively studied by Kelton et al.4 and Greer et al.61

Structural transformations in glasses are driven by kinetic
contributions rather than thermodynamic contributions. This
means that crystal growth in a glass is largely defined by
diffusive processes. In this model it is assumed that the
coefficient g+(N) can be taken in the form

gþðNÞ � exp �DGðN þ 1Þ � DGðNÞ
2kBT

� �
: (30)
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Inserting eqn (30) into eqn (4), by analogy with eqn (5), one
obtains

uN � exp � 1

2kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

� �
� exp

1

2kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

� �

� 2 sinh � 1

2kBT

dDGðNÞ
dN

� �
:

(31)

Then, taking into account eqn (7), one obtains the growth rate

uN � 2 sin h
jDmj
2kBT

1� Nc

N

� �1=3
" #( )

: (32)

As a result, the expression for the Turnbull–Fisher cluster-size-
dependent growth rate can be written as

uN ¼ 2gþ Ncð Þ N

Nc

� �2=3

� sin h
jDmj
2kBT

1� Nc

N

� �1=3
" #( )

;

(33)

The Turnbull–Fisher model was later extended by Kelton
and Greer,62 who expressed the coefficient, gþ Ncð Þ � gþNc

, in

terms of the ordinary diffusion, D, as

gþ Ncð Þ ¼ 24
D

l2
Nc

2=3; (34)

where l is the atomic jump distance. As a result, eqn (33) takes
the form

uN ¼ 48
D

l2
N2=3 sinh

jDmj
2kBT

1� Nc

N

� �1=3
" #( )

: (35)

For growth under macroscopic conditions, when the size
of the growing cluster is much larger than the critical size, Nc,
eqn (33) and (35) take the forms,

uN ¼ 2gþ Ncð Þ N

Nc

� �2=3

sinh
jDmj
2kBT

� �
(36)

and

uN ¼ 48
D

l2
N2=3 sinh

jDmj
2kBT

� �
(37)

respectively.
It is easy to verify that, at low levels of supercooling, eqn (36)

and (37) are simplified to the following corresponding relations

uN ¼ gþ Ncð Þ N

Nc

� �2=3jDmj
kBT

(38)

and

uN ¼ 24
D

l2
N2=3 jDmj

kBT
: (39)

In eqn (38) and (39), the contribution responsible for reproducing
the thermodynamic aspect of cluster growth remains the same,
since the Kelton–Greer extension concerns only the kinetic
contribution of the Turnbull–Fisher model.

Furthermore, by taking into account equality (28), one can see
that eqn (38) and (39) yield the same linear dependence of the
macroscopic growth rate upon the supercooling, i.e. uN p DT,

uN /
jDmj
kBT

/ l

Tm

DT
kBT

/ DS
DT
kBT

;

(40)

which is the same with eqn (29) which is derived from the
Wilson–Frenkel theory.

Kinetic models

There are some pure kinetic growth models that are rather
focused upon the mechanisms of mass exchange between the
cluster and the mother phase.23 Hence, the N2/3-dependence for
the coefficient g+(N) is suggested in the so-called ballistic
model63

gþðNÞ ¼ b
kBT

Zl3
N2=3; (41)

where Z is the viscosity, and b is a numerical constant. Since,
for three-dimensional growth, one has dR/dt p N�2/3dN/dt,
then the ballistic model with eqn (41) corresponds to the
rate, g+(N), which is actually independent of the radius of the
cluster, but depends on the properties of the mother phase.
As was discussed in ref. 63, such a scenario is appropriate,
in particular, for the case of fluid droplet growth in a
supersaturated vapor.

Furthermore, in the growth kinetics of Ostwald ripening
regimes, other situations appear,26,64,65 where the rate, g+(N),
exhibits size-dependence in the form

g+(N) p N1/3 (42a)

and the rate, g+(N), can even be independent of the size

g+(N) = const. (42b)

As can be seen, relations (41), (42a) and (42b) can be general-
ized into the power-law dependence21,23

g+(N) p N(3�p)/3, (43)

with 0 o p r 3, where the integer values of the exponent,
i.e. p = 1, 2, 3, correspond to the models (41), (42a) and (42b),
respectively.
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